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BitActive is a new Revolutionary and Brilliant cryptocurrency that fills the gap of what 
most popular currencies lack! It has been organized as a teamwork of many crypto 
traders, security engineers, and programmers worldwide. Main keypoints and advantages 
are as follows:

1  SECURITY Just like BitCOIN,  BitACTIVE is also a decentralized blockchain based 
cryptocurrency. However, its transactions are 100% Private. If you google keywords such
as “bitcoin hacked,” you will see the stories of people, who lost their bitcoins in one way 
or another. Our Platform emphasizes Privacy and Security, BitActive was developed 
based on the CryptoNote technology with many other updates and features. We use 
various technology to encrypt, decentralize and secure our network, in addition to that, 
most of your Bitcoins and BTA Coins are kept offline in a secure location that is watched 
24/7 with 5 different levels of protection. We also use various decentralized options to 
store and control our network globally.

2   PROFITS. Our high tech team has decades of experience constantly making profits in 
the world of cryptocurrencies. Every Owner of BTA will receive Dividends of 35% Per 
Month based on the amount of BTA Coins owned. We had developed a profitable BOT 
that trades cryptocurrencies 24/7 under the Monitoring of our Traders to establish and 
protect the profits of our members. Profits will be credited to your wallet at the end of the
month.

3. COMMUNITY OWNED. BitActive is a community-owned Project! Members will 
have the option to VOTE on key options in the further development of our platform. 
Decisions to implement change and improvements will be considered based on the 
feedback we get from the community, from the owners of our BTA Currency.

 

ICO (page)

BitActive ICO is planned March 1st and will continue for a total of 4 weeks, or until 
needed funding has been obtained. It is a unique moment to join the spectacular 
movement of new digital currency that will outpace many. Contributors who join and 
invest sooner will receive the highest bonuses.

Details
Coin Info:
Coin Name: BitActive
Coin Symbol: BTA
Country: Switzerland
ICO Available Coin Supply:                           15,000,000
Coin Supply for Miners during next 30 years: 4,000,000
Coins Premined:                                                             0
Total Money Supply                                       19,000,000^^



^^ In the unlikely event that there are unsold coins left after the ICO is over, the 
remaining coins will be Dissolved, burned and Destroyed in the network. This will 
increase the value of the remaining BitActive Coins.

ICO Details.
Pre-Sale: 3,000,000 (1,800,000 SOLD  + 40% to be given in bonuses 1,200,000 in 
BONUSES)  either automatically, or manually by us.

Pre Sale Date will be announced via email to everyone who registers an account with us, 

Pre-Sale Price: $0.65  per coin. RUNS FOR 1 WEEK – 7 DAYS, or Until Sold.

ICO Round 1 4,500,000 - $0.85 per coin.   + 30% in bonuses (3,150,000 sold, 1,350,000 
distributed as bonuses RUNS FOR 1 WEEK – 7 DAYS, or Until Sold.

ICO Round 2 4,500,000 – $1.05 per coin    +20%   in bonuses (3,600,000 sold, 900,000 
distributed as bonuses  RUNS FOR 1 WEEK – 7 DAYS, or Until Sold.

ICO Round 3 3,000,000 - $1.20 per coin     +5% in bonuses (2,850,000 sold, 150,000 
distributed as bonuses RUNS FOR 1 WEEK – 7 DAYS, or Until Sold

TOTAL BitActives to be SOLD: 11,400,000  To be distributed as Bonus 3,600,000 

ROADMAP (page)

June 2014 – October 2016 Development and Testing of BitActive Volatility Bot.
October 2016 BitActive runs on our servers in test modes, various improvements and bug
fixes are implemented.
December 2017 Official Announcement of BitActive Coin – BTA.
March 2018 BitActive ICO runs for 4 weeks.
April 2018. BitActive Goes live on 2 popular exchangers

WHITEPAPER (page) 
(By clicking this link, user would download and open our Whitepaper in PDF Format.)
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(By clicking the question, an answer beneath it should pop up)

What is BitActive?

BitActive is a New Revolutionary and Brilliant cryptocurrency that was based on the
CryptoNote platform with many different modifications to make the network more secure.
It is private just like Monero, it also provides many additional features, where members
of the community can vote through the system, on which changes should be implemented



in the system.

How do I fund my account, so that I can participate in the ICO?

To be able to participate in the BitActive ICO, you need to register an account here at 
our website BitActive.Org; then you will be provided with your Bitcoin and Ethereum 
Wallets on our system.

Next, you would need to fund your Bitcoin or Ethereum Wallet on our system to purchase 
BitActive. Please send your Bitcoins or Ethereums to the Wallet address you obtain on 
our system. We will credit your wallet after at least 1 confirmation from the network.

Please see the TOP 40 LIST https://www.bestbitcoinexchange.io/ of best places to 
purchase your Bitcoins/Ethereums, which you can deposit into your Secure BitActive 
Wallet. This transaction takes time, and you need to do this in advance of our ICO, to 
make sure you are on time.

How can I secure my BitActive account in the best possible way?

Because of the nature of the internet, we ask all of the members of our community to
activate factor 2 identification on their accounts because there are lots of scammers on the

internet.

NEVER Provide Anyone with your authentification code nor your password form
your BitActive Account.

1. At this step, download and install the Google Authentificator app for your phone 
at https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.google.android.apps.authenticator2

Or for your Desktop Computer, download the Authentificator at 
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/store/p/authenticator/9wzdncrfj3rj

2. This step is to write down your Google Authentificator key in a safe place. If 
you lose your device, or if it stops working, you would be able to reset your 
access using your key.

3. Scan your QR barcode revealed with a mobile app and enter the Authentication 
code given by your mobile app in the box and click “Enable button."

At this point, your two-factor authentication has been enabled on your account. 
From now on you will require the code from your app, every time you log in to your 
BitActive account.

https://www.bestbitcoinexchange.io/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/store/p/authenticator/9wzdncrfj3rj
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.authenticator2
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.authenticator2


How are you able to pay such high dividends to the users accounts?

The majority of the funds that are collected through the ICO offering will be used to
provide liquidity to the system, and to auto trade cryptocurrencies using the BitActive
Volatility Bot. BitActive Volatility Bot has been tested and profited by our traders for 3

years before the ICO. Because of such high experience in this area and constant profits,
we can offer such high dividends. The funds would be credited at the end of the month to

each account.

Question: I have transferred Bitcoin or Ethereum from another Wallet, to my 
Wallet on BitActive, How long will it take for me to receive my funds?

Answer: BitActive confirms and credits the amount transferred to your BitActive wallet, 
which you can spend or use in the purchase of BTA Coins, as soon as at least 1 
confirmation is received from the network. It usually takes 12 minutes or less, but may 
take longer, depending on the network load.

Can I earn, by referring new members to the BitActive Community?

Absolutely! If you refer someone to our community, who registers, purchases BTA Coins 
during ICO or after, and earns, you will be rewarded for your efforts!

What is the minimum amount to invest into the BitActive ICO?

There is no minimum amount to invest into the BitActive ICO. However, accounts with 
larger balances will accrue bonus amounts on the top of the 35% monthly interest, which
will be added to the account.

Why do I have a negative balance in my BitActive, BitCoin or Ethereum wallet on 
the system?

When you send a certain amount of Bitcoins, Ethereums, or BitActives to another wallet, 
a small fee is usually deducted by the network for the miners, if you do not leave enough 
funds on your account, we pay the fee and then deduct it against your account.

Can I have several BitActive Accounts?

No; there is only 1 account allowed to one person, no exceptions. Do not open multiple 
accounts for any reasons, such as receiving referrals from your own accounts, or any 
other reasons. Anyone found breaking this rule will be barred from the system! 

Because of security reasons, all of the registrations, and activities on the system are 
monitored 24/7, and there had been already instances where we had to ban and remove 
users from our system because of breaking this rule. Please respect the rules of our 
system, and the BitActive Community.



What is the minimum and maximum amount of withdrawal?

The minimum amount of withdrawal is $50 equivalent in Bitcoin or Ethereum because 
both of the networks charge fees, which are charged by miners, for faster network 
processing and confirmations. There is no maximum of withdrawal.

What is the minimum and maximum amount of deposit?

The minimum deposit into the Wallet on the system is equivalent to Bitcoin or Ethereum 
of $50, and Maximum is $75,000 which is for a single transaction. You can, however, 
submit another deposit more than the first one after 24 hours!

How is profit generated on the BitActive Platform?

If you successfully invest in BitActive Coins either during ICO or after the end of ICO, 
your investment goes directly to the BitActive Trading Bot! All of the profits will be 
distributed equally among the members of the community, based on the amounts of BTA 
owned.

How does the BitActive Referral Program work, and how much can i earn from 
referring people to BitActive?

We offer 3 levels of earning for your work of referring other community members to our 
platform. Level One is your direct referrals, and you will earn 6.5% from the amount of 
their deposit. Level Two is people who sign up for your referrals, and you will earn 2% 
from any amount that they had deposited. Level Three are people who sign up under 
someone else's referral link, and that someone else was referred by you, in that case, you 
will still receive 0.5% of the amount that they had deposited. When they make a new 
deposit, you will still receive your commissions from any additional deposits up to 3 
levels.

When will the referral commissions be added to my account?

Once your referral makes a deposit, within 10 business days after the end of ICO, your 
referral commissions will be added to your account and will be available for withdrawal.

I registered without a referral or under a wrong referral, what can I do now?

If you registered without a referral, you had registered directly under BitActive. If you 
had a referral link, but choose to register without it, we are sorry because we'll be unable
to modify who you had registered under.



Where do I get the referral link, view how many people had signed up under me, or 
get the referral materials?

When you sign into your dashboard, you can see and copy the referral link to send to 
your friends; you should also get it in the welcome email as well. There, in the 
dashboard, you will also see the people who had signed up under your referral link.

Who should I contact, if I have more questions?

If you had reviewed all of the information on our website, and you still have additional 
questions, please contact our Support team at Support@BitActive.org. You will receive a 
response within 24 hours. Thank you for your patience.
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